Minutes of the Meeting of Events and Marketing held on 20 October 2018
at The Quality Hotel, Allesley Coventry CV5 9BA
Present: Lucy Etches (LE), Michael Wood (MW), Alice Singleton (AS), Lucy Stowell (LS), Beth
Duchesne (BD) William Gulliver (WG), Ed Ford (EF), Charlie Barrett (CB) (In place of Matt Denby),
NFYFC Staff: Erica Attwood (EA) NFYFC Events & Travel (minutes), Gary Woodman (GW) NFYFC IT
Officer, James Eckley (JCE) NFYFC Chief Officer, Cheryl Liddle (CL)(Elliot House Marketing), Matt
Caldicott (MC) Deputy Chief Officer
Observing: David Fellows (West Mids Area) Ben Cavill (Cornwall), Dan Frost (Cambridgeshire),
Cameron Thompson (Bury YFC), Jack Fisher (Norfolk), Ed Bentley (Yorkshire), Gwenan Davies
(Ceredigion), Leigh Waite (Somerset), Hannah Gregory Campeau (Derbyshire), Hayley Mills
(Dorset), Caroline Bennett (Gloucestershire), Laura Baker (Gwent), James Poulton (Radnor),
Bethan Anthony (Herefordshire), John Monger (Hampshire), Josh Baker (Hampshire)
Apologies: Eleanor Smale, Sioned Davies, Henry Knowles, Matthew Frampton, Chris Acock, Sarah
Williams,

SATURDAY 20 OCTOBER 2018
Signed ......................................................
Michael Wood (Chair of Events & Marketing)

Dated:.........................................................

Agenda Item 1 – Opening Remarks
MW opened the meeting and thanked everyone for attending. The group went round the table and introduced
themselves.
Agenda Item 2 – Apologies for absence
All apologies were received in advance of the meeting.
Agenda Item 3- Confirm minutes from the previous meeting (23 June 2018)
Confirmed the previous minutes; WG proposed, seconded by AS and MW signed.
Agenda Item 4 - Matters arising from previous minutes (not covered under agenda items)
No matters arising.
Agenda Item 5 – Any relevant correspondence
No relevant correspondence.
Agenda Item 6 – Budget
This was deferred to later in the meeting when JCE would be present.

Agenda Item 7 – Communications & Marketing

7.1
Before starting the Comms update, CL informed the SG that there would be a short press release tonight about the
defeat of the ‘Vote of No Confidence’ and a full statement would follow during the week.
Action: SG to like and share NFYFC Facebook post on Vote of No Confidence press release.
Overview
 39,365 fans on Facebook (increase of 606)
 13,130 followers on Twitter (increase of 230)
 3,106 followers on Instagram (increase of 890)
Social media reaction
 Two major events dominated since June:
– Annual Convention announcement
– National Young Farmers’ Week
 Farmers Guardian’s ongoing Facebook posts attracted a lot of attention, plus the National AGM Blackpool
DIY Facebook page gained 7k interest.

SG went through the top posts for each social media platform. The YFC Travel post was a high performer
on Facebook and the SG discussed whether outgoing members would be able to post a video diary during
their trip that NFYFC could re-post; also, the question ‘how would you promote the YFC Travel trips’ on
social media’ should be included in the interview process.
Action: EA to liaise with PD about incorporating a video diary into the YFC Travel Programme.
Action: EA to write in the question ‘how would you promote the YFC Travel trips’ on social media’ into the
interview paper work.
7.2 - National Young Farmers’ Week
Results






Twitter reach 1.05m
Reach on Facebook – average 45k per day (mix of paid and organic)
Hashtag reach for #NationalYoungFarmersWeek – 739.81k
#trueYFC – 262.16k
Instagram – 71,163 reach (11.8k NYFW video views – highest ever post) Paid post.

CB explained that she thought one of the NFYW video/ post she had seen looked bland and recommended
using videos or posts based on members telling their own story; CL did say that the videos were engaged
with, however this will be taken into account for future NYFWs.
Advertising
 Sign up post on Facebook, reached 23k. Organically the video post reached 45k due to large number of
shares.
 Boosted video post on Instagram to encourage more profile visits – reached 71k and we gained 256
followers in a week.

SG went through the top posts on social media for the week. BA informed the group that Herefordshire
had printed off copies of the speech bubble and asked all members to complete one at the end of their
Exec meeting; this proved really successful. It was also discussed how Herefordshire had a meeting with
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Lynsey prior to NYFW to discuss the current situation with NFYFC, which had made the county come
together and added to the success of the week; without this meeting BA was not sure if the NYFW would
have taken off this year in Herefordshire.
NYFW Video competition
 17 entries
 Mixed quality – some inappropriate
 Shortlisted 10 to send to the judges
 Warnings with videos in terms of using copyrighted material, permissions for under 18s and sharing
inappropriate imagery under the YFC name.
 Gareth Wynne Jones’ video post shared widely. Positive reaction to competition but fewer entries than the
photo comp.

In 2017, NFYFC received 60 photos for the NYFW video competition, so uptake was down this year. Alice
Singleton informed the group that on a personal level she didn’t engage in NYFW, as she had done in the
previous years, due to the level of online criticism she had been receiving in recent weeks. The group
discussed this and a question was asked to the SG about whether their county/ club Facebook groups were
public or private.
JM from Hampshire told the group that due to trolling of their county public page, the group was made
private.
JP spoke about how having a public facing page was an advantage to Radnor as it helped them with
promotion work towards people that may have no prior connection to our federation.
LS spoke to the SG about the rule of social media groups and code of conduct within Norfolk; there is a
strict policy about following a code of conduct, they use the behavior policy to police it and each group has
a county officer to monitor it. It was queried whether the county officers had any issues accessing the
groups, LS informed the group as it has always been a rule they are involved, the members accept that and
they have no problems accessing.
Action: E&M SG would like to encourage counties to run the social media curve module.
EB from Yorkshire asked whether it would be possible for a link to be put on the website so that clubs/
counties can use the videos from NYFW throughout the year to promote their YFCs.
Action: Link to the NFYFC YouTube account on the NFYFC website.
Club involvement
 Speech bubbles worked well as lots of clubs chose to print and post photos of people holding them with
their messages
 Counties used their own case studies
 New member nights and promo around the hashtag was used a lot on Instagram and Facebook
 Memories and positive posts by members – but fewer than last year.
Press





Due to the media attention over the previous months – changes needed to be made to the campaign
Used the case studies to share the message about What does YFC mean to me
Farmers Weekly used all of these online at the start of the week and in print.
Farmers Guardian used information on line but did not acknowledge in print
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The reach was down this year from 900k to 307k – we had a national press article (Daily Telegraph) last year which
boosted these numbers. However, it is still more than double than the 2016 results.
Chanel choices – Social Media
The SG was presented with the results of a survey (not produced by NFYFC) of the age/ gender groups using each
social media platform worldwide.
Where are YFC’s followers
Facebook
 3% – 13-17 year olds (however, most reached 29%)
 44% 18-24 year olds
 30% 25-34
 23% over 35
Instagram
 12% – 13-17 year olds
 52% 18-24 year olds
 26% 25-34 year olds
 10% over 35
 67% are women
Twitter
 46% male
 No data on users but high proportion of businesses, industry influencers and Counties and Clubs.
Youth Forum feedback
 Mainly use Facebook, Instagram and some use Snapchat
 In some counties
Recommendations
 Keep growing Instagram to reach younger age group
 Facebook still important tool to reach the membership. Use of group communication important
 Twitter – focused more on County/Club communication and positioning in industry/media

The SG held a discussion about ways to engage more members on Instagram. An example of ‘Farmers of
the UKs’ account was used and the idea of ‘24 hour takeover’, whereby a YFC member could ‘takeover’
NFYFC’s Instagram account. The SG agreed that it would start off with members of the officer team and
then can be filtered down to other members – who were doing something interesting in the farming world
etc. It would need looking into and a code of conduct/ guidelines and rules would need to be produced.
GD suggested another way to do it by having YFC members tag NFYFC into their Instagram stories, NFYFC
‘vetting them’ and reposting onto the NFYFC Instagram page.
Action: Instagram takeovers will be investigated - where YFC members publish Instagram posts over a 24
hour period to help communication between club, county and NFYFC. CL will post into E&M with viability
and potential action plan to implement.
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7.3 – How can SG help with marketing
AS kicked off the discussion with the idea that on the whole more positive stories need to be pushed to
the farming press and internally – the SG agreed.
LS reported that Norfolk has a good relationship with their local press. Eastern Daily Press is their weekly
one, which has a section for Norfolk YFC to report on events and county updates; then the East Anglia
Farming World which they get in once every three months where their member profiles are put - in usually
two or three in each addition.
CL informed the SG that it is worth contacting local press as most journalists would like to receive stories
they just need to edit a little. CL would like any stories to be sent to her as well for NFYFC news.
Action: Please send news stories or case studies to Cheryl Liddle in the following ways: tagging on social
media, via Facebook messenger or email direct (Cheryl.Liddle@nfyfc.org.uk).
7.4 – Marketing the purpose and services of NFYFC to its members
The SG discussed the ten26 magazine. BD fed back that it was felt the magazine is too senior orientated.
CL – have tried to focus on juniors but can make it more junior orientated with junior profiles; would be
helpful if more stories on junior members were sent to NFYFC for publishing.
Action: Send CL junior member stories.
JP spoke to the SG about how members in his county, and possibly the wider YFC community, are not
really reading ten26 – if there isn’t anyone in it they know, they are not overly fussed on the content. This
lead on to a discussion as to whether ten26 should be a printed publication or should it be online (similar
to the YFC Buzz). JCE informed the group that a printed publication is something that member
organizations, on the whole, value quite highly, as it is a way of getting information into every household;
parents and siblings also read the publication, not just the member, which then expands the reach of the
information. The problem with an online publication is that not everyone will click onto it.
CL also fed in that if a member or club feature in ten26, they like to see their name in print, and an online
publication does not have the same effect or ‘reward’ like feeling.
The SG moved on to talk about households receiving multiple copies. EA reminded the SG that if
households are in this position and they wish to only receive one copy, they can email
Gary.Woodman@nfyfc.org.uk and request him to change this. Gary will also look to add an ‘opt out’
button within the members’ area of the NFYFC website. The SG was reminded that whilst it may be
frustrating receiving more than one copy per house, it is a membership benefit and each YFC member is
entitled to a copy.
Action: GW to investigate whether it would be possible to add an ‘opt out’ option on the NFYFC website
for ten26.
The SG discussed whether the YFC membership should be asked if they still wish ten26 to be produced?
Could a quantative figure be produced?
A discussion of apps was approached to help find a way to improve comms within YFC as a whole, and the
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pros and cons of an NFYFC app was discussed. This also led the SG to talk about the new website and
whether bringing the website up to date and more user friendly was the best course of action. The group
went through the member login area of the website and a few members within the meeting were not
aware of the affinity deals or what they could have access to on the NFYFC website.
AS informed the group that her club uses a texting system to update their members about weekly events
and meetings, as this way everyone received direct comms to their phone and any minors have a message
sent to their parents’ phone – which works well. Not every member or parent will have a smart phone
where they can receive club/ county/ national updates via an app.
The development of an app has been discussed multiple times over the past few years within E&M; due to
the cost implications and the rapid growth within the ‘app world’, the E&M SG has not considered this as a
viable option. WG suggested that as it has been a few years since costs were sourced, and as apps are now
more widely featured, the cost may be worth re-visiting.
The SG discussed the members’ area on the NFYFC website and whether something could be put on the
membership cards about it. EA/ MC informed the group that all membership cards have gone out for this
membership year but could be looked into for the 2019-2020 year; the SG would also like to investigate
whether an email can be generated to each member once they are re-added to the database reminding
them of the logon area and membership benefits.
Action: GW to look into a generated email when members are re-signed up to the NFYFC database.
Action: NFYFC Staff team to look into adding information on the members’ login area/ affinity deals on the
2019/2020 membership cards.
GW informed the group that the new website will make the members’ area better in general. EB asked
GW if the database and new website spec had been produced and if the designers were working towards
what NFYFC needed them both to do. MC explained that the spec had been designed with online
memberships in mind and this was done about three years ago when the process started. MC informed
the group that digitalization is on hold now post 2018 levy discussion at the AGM, this is because the levy
rise that was rejected factored in the cost of setting up online membership and the new website and
database had been built/ planned with this feature in mind. As this is no longer happening, work around
the future of the NFYFC website/ database/ potential app will now be incorporated with the strategic
review and will form part of the work moving forward within the new vision of NFYFC. It also means that
discussions need to be held with the website and database designer about the current spec they are
working towards.
The result of the discussion was that in the meantime the current website needed updating and made
more user and phone friendly.
Action: The SG would like a full progress report, from GW, on the progress of the website and database in
the next meeting.
The SG then discussed that it would be beneficial for an infographic, or similar, to be produced that depicts
what the value being a member of NFYFC is; what does a membership to the national organization give to
a YFC member? It was felt that words like ‘insurance’, and ‘legal help’ does not mean much to the average
member, and there are feelings that they could get by without being subscribed to NFYFC. JP and GD
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informed the group that as Welsh members they particularly feel this and that they could get more benefit
just subscribing to Wales opposed to Wales and NFYFC; they feel like work needs to be done to remind the
YFC members within Wales, and probably counties within England, about the benefits of sticking with
NFYFC. The infographic needs to be in simple terms that everyone can understand; it should not be
confusing but simple and to the point.
Action: NFYFC to look into and produce an infographic about the membership benefits in lay man terms.
7.5 – Image of the YFC members and the NFYFC to the outside world.
This point had been covered within the meeting and the council session earlier in the day.
Agenda point 8 – Conduct and behavior of the YFC members
This point had been covered within the council session earlier.
Cath Sykes joined the meeting to discuss the #Iwill campaign.
NFYFC is a partner organisation signed up to the Environmental Steering group of the #iwill campaign. The
steering group’s aim is to develop and deliver the environmental strand of the iwill campaign with a
particular focus on: increasing the amount of environmental youth social action opportunities available
and the number of young people participating in them, and helping to sustainably embed related policy
and practice in organisations by 2020.
The group is supporting the 2019 the Year of Green Action which starts to implementing the government’s
25 year environmental plan. There are 3 key strands under this Connect, Protect and Enhance. Based on
this, the steering group was asked ‘If we were to run a national campaign what could we do?’ Ideas
include planting trees to offset against the fumes of a tractor, making nest boxes and bug houses,
collecting nurdles (coastal areas), promoting receptor sites for reptiles/ bats, promote good
environmental farming practice – case studies.
Cath thanked the group and explained that these ideas and the ones from the other steering groups
compiles and put into a work proposal from which we can seek funding and partners. This could be one
way that NFYFC could get some very positive PR and help a national campaign.
Agenda point 9 – YFC Ski Update
MW informed the group that more sales were needed; we don’t want to get to the point where the Ski
trip is taken off the programme of events due to lack of uptake. The Ski trip will be properly reviewed in
the February meeting and as a group may have to look at undergoing a tender process for the trip.
The SG voted on the fancy dress. Firstly there was a vote as to whether they would like one or two fancy
dress options; the second option would be for one of the night times. The group voted in favor of two
options. BW was called so that he could participate in the vote.
The majority voted for ‘Farmyard animals’ during the day and ‘Back to School’ for the night time.
Action: The fancy dress options are to be circulated on social media.
Agenda point 10 – Future event(s)
The SG was split up into groups to discuss potential future events for NFYFC for approx. 20 minutes. They
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discussed the following points: audience, conduct & behavior, county involvement, budgeting, ticket
pricing and event content.
The SG then came back together and went through each point as a collective. The points are as follows;


Audience - the SG felt that any event put on for the whole age range of 10-26 would not actually cater for
everyone – the higher end of the age range wouldn’t want to be at an event with the lower range. The SG
also felt that it was unfair to ask the over 18s to be responsible for the under 18s, saying that it wouldn’t be
much fun for those over 18 - who essentially are still there to enjoy themselves.
 Budgeting – dependant on the event.
 Conduct –visible policing and clear expectations; members taking responsibility for their own actions and a
clearer policy on what is not tolerated.
 Policing of members – inter county support of banned members, county adopted behaviour standards,
requirement to attend county and club events to prove investment in YFC.

Other venue/ event suggestions included:
 County trips rather than one national convention
 National Rally – venue like Butlins Minehead, ‘turn up on the day’ competitions, more entertainment.
 YFC Show - at a county show ground, camping, competitions (fun comps & national comps), sponsors with
trade stands

The SG held a discussion around the points above, as well as the DIY ‘AGM’ that has gathered some
popularity on social media. To reaffirm, there is no NFYFC event taking place in Blackpool in 2019 or
elsewhere within the country; any YFC member that travels to Blackpool in May is going as an individual
and as a responsible adult on holiday. Any trouble that may happen in Blackpool in May 2019 by YFC
members will be passed to the County offices to deal with and not NFYFC.
MC & JCE made it clear to the SG that a new event is off the table for 2019. Until there has been a visible
behavior and cultural change with YFC, no event can be planned. There are multiple ways in which the
NFYFC office can monitor this. It would also be a risk holding a new event as there would undoubtedly be a
media spotlight on everything that has happened since Blackpool 2018, and therefore any new event
would have to be on a pilot basis.
The SG would like to propose that they will look into the viability of a potential new event in the future
with an emphasis on conduct and behavior being acceptable at all times, subject to a positive cultural
change.
JP proposed the motion and AS seconded.
Agenda point 6 – Budget review
Annual Convention – the income for 2019 would be zero due to no event being held.
Marketing - JCE explained the marketing budget and where the income is from. CL informed the group
that a print tender for ten26 was done in 2017 and will be due again in 2019/2020. The conversation about
whether a printed version of ten26 would be a good way to save money within the marketing budget. EB
would like to know how many people have opted out of ten26 over the last year.
Action: GW to provided figures in the February meeting of how many people have opted out of the ten26
magazine.
Club Shop – figures are printed in the budget.
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Action: Any ideas for new club shop merchandise please bring to the February meeting for discussion.
Agenda point 11 – area feedbacks, reports and calendars
Area reps feedback to the SG about what their areas had been up since the June meeting. All running
smoothly so far with lots of county elections and balls/ events coming up.
Agenda point 12 – Review of the Events and Marketing Terms of Reference
Due to the length of the meeting, this point has been deferred until February. MW has asked all members
to read through the description and bring any feedback to the next meeting.
Action: All E&M members to read through the SG ToR and feedback in February with their thoughts.
Agenda Point 13 – Any other business
MW informed the SG that Essex are trying to hold a 10 club, club exchange. Please spread the word and
get your club involved.
Action: Feedback to counties about Essex’s’ ten club exchange
Agenda Point 14 – Date of next meeting
Saturday 16th February 2019
Agenda Point 15 – Closing remarks
MW thanked everyone for their efforts in contributing to a productive meeting.
Action Points
Comms &
Marketing
YFC Travel/ PD
YFC Travel
Comms &
Marketing
Comms &
Marketing
Comms &
Marketing
Comms &
Marketing
Comms &
Marketing
I.T

Action: SG to like and share NFYFC Facebook post on Vote of No Confidence press release.

Action: EA to liaise with PD about incorporating a video diary into the YFC Travel
Programme.
Action: EA to write in the question ‘how would you promote the YFC Travel trips’ on
social media’ into the interview paper work.
Action: E&M SG would like to encourage counties to run the social media curve
module.
Action: Link to the NFYFC YouTube account on the NFYFC website.
Action: Instagram takeovers will be investigated - where YFC members publish
Instagram posts over a 24 hour period to help communication between club, county
and NFYFC. CL will post into E&M with viability.
Action: Please send news stories or case studies to Cheryl Liddle in the following
ways: tagging on social media, via Facebook messenger or email direct
(Cheryl.Liddle@nfyfc.org.uk).
Action: Send CL junior member stories.
Action: GW to investigate whether it would be possible to add an ‘opt out’ option on
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I.T
Comms &
Marketing
I.T
Comms &
Marketing
Comms &
Marketing
I.T
Club Shop
Steering Group
AOB

the NFYFC website for ten26.
Action: GW to look into a generated email when members are re-signed up to the
NFYFC database.
Action: NFYFC Staff team to look into adding information on the members’ login
area/ affinity deals on the 2019/2020 membership cards.
Action: The SG would like a full progress report, from GW, on the progress of the
website and database in the next meeting.
Action: NFYFC to look into and produce an infographic about the membership
benefits in lay man terms.
Action: The fancy dress options are to be circulated on social media.
Action: GW to provided figures in the February meeting of how many people have
opted out of the ten26 magazine.
Action: Any ideas for new club shop merchandise please bring to the February
meeting for discussion.
Action: All E&M members to read through the SG ToR and feedback in February with
their thoughts.
Action: Feedback to counties about Essexs’ ten club exchange
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